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1. What led you to becoming a PGA Professional? 

My initial lifelong dream was to become a successful playing professional. When that 
did not realise, despite a good run, I decided to follow my passion for empowering 
others by being a part of their similar dreams. Becoming a part of the PGA offered 
me the best opportunity to become the best possible coach to my future students. 

2. What is your current job title? 

Golf coach, mentor and PGA professional 

3. How long have you been in your current position? 

9 years. 

4. What have you implemented in your position the past 18 months that has 
contributed to the success of your facility/golf club/business? 

Together with colleagues I have been focused on and managed to build a great 
junior program that can serve as a foundation for potential future champions by 
laying great foundations of the game. Considering the challenges presented the past 
year I also managed to keep coaching momentum with my students and the broader 
academy by facilitating home facility set ups and live, individual online coaching 
session during periods of lockdown. 

5. Share a minimum of 2 successes that you have achieved in your position the past 
18 months. 

I had the opportunity to coach on an Afrikaans television program Skud Dit Af 
recently which offered great exposure to myself as a coach, the academy and the 
course/club. A Total of ten junior players coached by myself achieved provincial 
colours in golf. I was instrumental and assisted with a great golf development 
initiative driven by Standard Bank where we had the opportunity to coach thirty 
young girls per week. 



6. Do you have any environmental or sustainability goals that you have met and 
would like to share? 

N/A 

7. Please give us a brief outline of the path you took to lead you to your current 
position? 

I started as a junior and assistant coach to Doug Wood for 3 years after making the 
decision to take a break from professional playing. This allowed me the opportunity 
to build my own client base while still working in the junior program. Currently I own 
50% of this junior program and have around 65 of my own students and private 
clients. 

8. Why do you feel that you would be a good candidate to win this award?  

I have had great success with numerous of my students and clients over the past few 
years, regardless of their plating level and goals. Playing an instrumental part in 
creating first time winners, European Senior Tour and Order of merit and IGT 
winners, Golf RSA squad members and Provincial players is not only an achievement 
but also speaks to my personal passion of constant improvement. I am currently 
assisting in the growth of women’s golf in South Africa with the help of a Standard 
Bank initiative.  
 

 
 
 
Would you like the PGA to share your profile via our social media platforms? 
Yes 



Instagram: nicoleplasie, wannabeachampion, serengetiestates 
Facebook: Nicòle van Pletsen, Wanna Be A Champion  


